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MEMORIES FROM A SANITARIUM
THE FIRST IMPRESSION
THE DOCTOR, THE DOCTOR
AFTER SOME WEEKS OF NIGHT, ONE MORNING THERE WAS MORNING.
The old women spoke to you—But you did not know what she said
THE NIGHTS CAME BACK AGAIN
For example, the dog kept chasing the rabbit.
DO YOU REMEMBER THE BRIGHT MORNING WE WERE OUT TOGETHER?
BUT THE BLACK BIRDS FLEW AGAINST US AND FRIGHTENED US
then only the birds were there — and you were gone
ONE AFTERNOON - THE CHILDREN CAME TO VISIT
BUT ONLY SHADOWS STAYED FOR THE EVENING
Next morning we were out - together again
WHY DO THE BIRDS ALWAYS COME — AND I LOSE YOU?
BUT THIS TIME — YOU CAME BACK AGAIN
CAN WE STAY TOGETHER NOW?
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